
Possessive Adjectives in Italian 

 

   Singular Form  Singular Form  Plural Form  Plural Form 

Singular          

   Masculine  Feminine  Masculine  Feminine 

          

1 My  il mio  la mia  i miei  le mie 

2 Your  il tuo  la tua  i tuoi  le tue 

3 His-Her  il suo   la sua   i suoi   le sue  

          

Plural          

1 Our  il nostro  la nostra  i nostri  le nostre 

2 Your  il vostro   la vostra   i vostri   le vostre  

3 Their  il loro  la loro  i loro  le loro 

 

NOTES: 

1. In Italian there are FOUR forms. 

a. Two for the masculine 

i. One singular masculine and one plural masculine. 

b. Two for the feminine 

i. One singular feminine and one plural feminine. 

2. There is no such thing as “his” and “ her.” 

a. In Italian, only one form exists and that is:  his-her. 

3. Think of the possessive adjective as a color adjective, for example:  Rosso. 

 

EXAMPLES: 

1.  The red book…  =>  Il libro (rosso, rossa, rossi, rosse)… =>  Which form of “rosso” do I choose? 

a. Il libro = masculine singular 

i. This means that any adjective that agrees with “il libro” must also be masculine 

singular. 

1. Which one from the group:  rosso, rossa, rossi, rosse; is the correct 

choice? 

a. The answer is:  ROSSO. 

i. Why?  Because “rosso” is masculine singular. 

The answer then is:  The red book… =>  Il libro rosso…  



2. The red books…  =>  I libri (rosso, rossa, rossi, rosse)… =>  Which form of “rosso” do I choose? 

a. I libri = masculine plural 

i. This means that any adjective that agrees with “i libri” must also be masculine 

plural. 

1. Which one from the group:  rosso, rossa, rossi, rosse; is the correct 

choice? 

a. The answer is:  ROSSI. 

i. Why?  Because “rossi” is masculine plural. 

The answer then is:  The red books… =>  I libro rossi…  

 

3. The red pen…  =>  La penna (rosso, rossa, rossi, rosse)… =>  Which form of “rosso” do I choose? 

b. La penna = feminine singular 

i. This means that any adjective that agrees with “la penna” must also be feminine 

singular. 

1. Which one from the group:  rosso, rossa, rossi, rosse; is the correct 

choice? 

a. The answer is:  ROSSA. 

i. Why?  Because “rossa” is feminine singular. 

The answer then is:  The red pen… =>  La penna rossa…  

 

4. The red pens…  =>  La penna (rosso, rossa, rossi, rosse)… =>  Which form of “rosso” do I choose? 

c. Le penne = feminine plural 

i. This means that any adjective that agrees with “le penne” must also be feminine 

plural. 

1. Which one from the group:  rosso, rossa, rossi, rosse; is the correct 

choice? 

a. The answer is:  ROSSE. 

i. Why?  Because “rosse” is feminine plural. 

The answer then is:  The red pen… =>  Le penne rosse…  

It does not matter if a boy or a girl is the possessor of the object! 

1. Il libro rosso – is said by either a boy or a girl if the object owned is masculine singular like: “libro.” 

2. I libri rossi – is said by either a boy or a girl if the object owned is masculine plural like: “libri.” 

3. La penna rossa – is said by either a boy or a girl if the object owned is feminine singular like: “penna.” 

4. Le penne rosse – is said by either a boy or a girl if the object owned is masculine plural like: “penne.” 



The trick then is, NOT to look at the owner of the object but rather the object being possessed!  In the 

example’s case, the translator looks to the work “libro / penna” to determine the form of the color 

adjective “rosso.” 

 

NOTES:  Using Loro 

When looking at the Italian equivalent to ‘their’ consider this: 

1. [ il loro ] – one word 

2. [ la loro ] – one word 

3. [ i loro ] – one word 

4. [ le loro ] – one word 

In other words do not view the ‘ il loro, ‘ ‘ la loro, ’ ‘ i loro, ‘ ‘ le loro ‘ as separate words but view them as 

ONE word! 

 

 


